Study Guide (1970's)PoliticsStrikes:-Nation wide road strike and postal strike because the money paid to the workers wasn't enough to keep up with the high rates of inflation --> political affair on who would regulate the economy   B.   Arab Oil Embargo (OPEC Embargo) 1973:-Arabs were fighting a war with the Israelis.-Lost the war because of the Wests aid --> put an oil embargo on western hemisphere as payback-Showed the U.S how dependent they were on other nations and what the consequences were on messing up politically    C.   Nixon's presidency:      1. Changes-U.S at the lowest unemployment rate of 3.3%-Improved relations with China-Pulled out of Vietnam War (saved many American lives)      2. Water Gate Scandal 1974-At time of re-elections Nixon really wanted to win. It was more than likely that he would but Nixon was very paranoid about it. -Sent men called "creepers" to find out information- broke into watergate (first time undetected caught second time they were caught)-Nixon kept records of his life so he could eventually write an autobiography and all those tapes were held against him-Bob Woodward kept track of his case and gave him inside information advising him to resign     3. Gerald Ford- vice president till after Nixon's resignation - appointed President in 1974- led to his downfall after pardoning all of Nixon's crimes-Jimmy Carter becomes president in 1977Politics2  Clash on issue of Vietnam War- proof of Europeans criticisms to American leadership  B. Turning point of transatlantic relations- dollar and oil crisis --> end point of European compliance to American interests in cold war- European economic problems and divisions on how to act towards the American crisis' made - Europe also entered into a new partnership with the United States a long time before the collapse of the Soviets   C. Timeline of Cold War1970: April -- President Nixon extends Vietnam War to Cambodia         March 5-- Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty ratified by the United Kingdom, the Soviet Union and the United States, among others (to prevent spread of nuclear weapons) 1971: September 3 -- Four-Power Agreement on Berlin signed by the United Kingdom, the Soviet Union, France, and the United States (laid the foundation for a series of East-West agreements which ushered in the period known as Détente)1972: July -- SALT I signed (signals beginnings of detente between U.S and U.S.S.R)1973: January -- Cease fire in Vietnam between North Vietnam and United States1973: September -- United States helps overthrow Chile government1973: October -- Egypt and Syria attack Israel; Egypt requests Soviet aid1974: August -- President Nixon resigns             January 27 --The Paris Peace Accords end American involvement in the Vietnam War1975: April 17 -- North Vietnam defeats South Vietnam                  -- Khmer Rouge takes power in Cambodia --> genocide "The killing Fields"1976: September 9: death of Mao Zedong 1979: July -- SALT II signed          January 7 -- Vietnam overthrows the Khmer Rouge and installs a pro-Vietnam, pro-Soviet governmentPolitics3 Main Issue- the number of main principles of political life such as: party, interest group, bureaucracy, legislature- idea that everyone was getting involved (collective activity) let to deadlocks    B. 'detente'- French for 'relation' which referred to the easing of strained relations- used in reference to the easing of relations between the Soviet Union and the U.S      1. Ostpolitik- Germany negotiated with the East under a policy of Ostpolitik- Policy of West Germany towards Eastern Europe and the USSR --> sought closer ties economically and politicly       2. Willy Brandt Case-chancellor of West Gemany and leader of Social Democratic Party of Germany-Nobel Peace Prize in 1971-issue of improving relations with Poland, Czechoslovakia and East Germany made debates more and more aggressive- huge step forward when Willy Brandt and the Foreign Minister, Walther Scheel (FDP) negotiated agreements with all three countries -->--agreements were the basis for a rapid improvement in the relations between east and west -- led to the breaking apart of the Warsaw Treaty and the Soviet Unions control over Eastern Europe-Around 1973, West German security organizations received information that one of Brandt's personal assistants, Günter Guillaume, was a spy for the East German intelligence services. Brandt was asked to continue working as usual. Guillaume was arrested and many blamed Brandt for having a communist spy in circle. --> Brandt resigned from his position as the Chancellor on 6 May 1974
